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Manufacture: Kodak Alaris manufacturing 
sites maintain ISO 14001 certification 
which mean they have an environmental 
management system committing the 
facility to continuous improvements in 
reducing their environmental impacts. Our 
Scanner Manufacturing Facility also has ISO 
9001 and OHSAS 18001 certifications for 
quality and occupational health and safety 
respectively. 
Use: All Kodak Alaris Information 
Management document scanners are 
ENERGY STAR™ Qualified. Less energy 
consumed in operational and stand-by 
modes equals cost efficiency for our 
customers and reduced GHG (Greenhouse 
Gas) emissions to the environment. Kodak 
Alaris became a signatory to the Australian 
Packaging Covenant in 2016.
Service: In the UK our IM Service 
Organisation has the Altius Assured 
Vendor Award, such that our customers 
know we have been accredited by an 
external third party for our environmental, 
health and safety management.

Sustainability, or to give 
it the full definition* 

“Sustainable Development 
is development that meets 

the needs of the present 
without compromising the 

ability of future generations 
to meet their own needs.”

The Kodak Alaris Information Management 
Development and Commercialisation 
Teams work hard to ensure our all our 
newly launched Scanners are a sustainable 
improvement compared with previous 
models. Improvements could include the 
following:
• Use materials in manufacturing that are 

more recyclable, weigh less and have a 
smaller footprint. 

• Consume less energy in operation and 
standby. 

• Create less waste. 
• Are upgradeable, require less servicing 

and are more durable so they last longer 
before requiring replacement. 

This helps our customers to minimise their 
environmental impact and operational costs 
wherever possible.

Voluntary Requirements: 
As well as meeting all mandatory 
requirements for equipment placed 
on the EEA market, such as EU RoHS, 
EuP and WEEE Directives, Kodak Alaris 
equipment also comply with several 
voluntary standards and agreements 
that demonstrate our commitment to 
sustainable solutions for our products and 
customers. 
Design: Kodak Alaris has a certified 
Corporate Environmental Management 
System for its product stewardship covering 
“Governance and product stewardship 
for the environmental impacts of the 
Kodak Alaris product range, including 
the environmental oversight of product 
design, development and life cycles.” 
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Sustainable Product Design 
and Manufacturing 
Almost all electronic equipment uses 
blended plastic resins to achieve required 
properties rather than single plastics. 
This hinders recyclability of these plastic 
components. 
Over the past few years Kodak Alaris 
has significantly reduced the number of 
types and grades of plastic resins in a 
single scanner, in particular PS, PP and 
ABS (Polystyrene, Polypropylene and 
Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene).
All our new scanners have Hg-free 
(mercury free) LEDs (Light-Emitting 
Diodes) that use less energy to operate. 
Additionally, our LED illumination solutions 
provide “instant on/off” power-saving 
features. As Hg-free, our scanners can be 
recycled at end of life. Kodak Alaris has 
committed to an internationally recognised 
environmental award for our scanners. As 
well as meeting ENERGY STAR™, all our 
scanners are certified to EPEAT (Electronic 
Product Environmental Assessment Tool) 
level Bronze or better:  
http://www.epeat.net/
EPEAT is an internationally recognised 
voluntary ecolabel that manufacturers 
can aspire to. It recognises bronze, silver 
and gold level environmental attributes for 
electronic equipment. 
Several markets include EPEAT criteria in 
SPP (Sustainable Public Procurement); in 
some cases Silver. 
Kodak Alaris has the largest percentage of 
scanners on the EPEAT Register, meeting 
EPEAT criteria of at least bronze.

Why EPEAT?
EPEAT is a free and trusted source of 
environmental product ratings that 
makes it easy for stakeholders to 
select high-performance electronics. 
that has roots in the US EPA in 2003. 
It has grown to become the definitive 
global environmental rating system 
for electronics managed by the Green 
Electronics Council
Currently tracking more than 
4,400 products from more than 60 
manufacturers across 43 countries. 
EPEAT has many environmental criteria 
underlying the award, covering the 
full product lifecycle, from design and 
production to energy use and recycling. 
Product assessment is based on ANSI-
approved public standards developed 
through stakeholder consensus processes. 
Manufacturers’ claims of compliance are 
subject to ongoing verification by qualified 
third party certification bodies. Products 
found non-conformant are removed 
from the EPEAT registry to ensure global 
stakeholders can use the system with 
confidence and trust. 

At present there are four other 
manufacturers in the EPEAT Registry that 
place scanners on the market. The current 
total is 88 on the United States Site of which 
30 are Bronze and 58 Silver. 
http://ww2.epeat.net/searchoptions.aspx 
Kodak Alaris is proud to have all 25 of its 
scanners registered. This total is more than 
any other manufacturer listed. We have 7 
models certified to Bronze and 18 certified 
to Silver across our DeskTop, Departmental 
and Production ranges.
Some Public Bodies around the world 
stipulate purchased equipment must meet 
EPEAT Criteria. 
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What’s Next for Kodak Alaris 
& Information Management? 
Kodak Alaris is focused on developing 
sustainable solution for our customers such 
that our digital scanners and intelligent 
state of the art software services help 
companies unlock the potential of data and 
information so they can achieve more. 

Nevertheless, Kodak Alaris is rightly proud 
of the “Imaging” past within Eastman 
Kodak Company that led to our formation 
in September 2013. We have continued the 
legacy from this great company founded 
by George Eastman in 1888, in the way 
we drive business growth in a sustainable, 
socially responsible and ethical manner in 
our global operations. 
In 2016, we will launch our 5-year 
environmental goals for the whole 
company. Our Information Management 
Division will be playing an important role 
in the company achieving these targets 
whilst demonstrating environmental 
product leadership in the scanner business, 
and will be aiming for the China Energy 
Conservation Certification.
At present we have 64% of our scanners 
meeting Silver EPEAT but none are Gold, 
nor do any other manufacturers. Achieving 
Gold status would be considered world-
class. 

In Addition, Information Management is 
making environmental improvements to 
certain packaging systems. These will form 
part of the company’s Australian Packaging 
Covenant and our Product Stewardship 
ISO 14001 Objectives. Our scanner 
manufacturing site is also committed to 
maintaining its ISO 14001 Certification. 
For more information on all aspects of 
our product sustainability and supporting 
management systems, please see the EHS 
section of our internet site. 
http://wwo.uk/about/ehs 
If you wish to contact us about any aspects 
of our sustainability or environmental 
performances, please send an email to: 

EHS-Questions@Kodakalaris.com 

Kodak Alaris Holdings Limited 
Hemel One 
Boundary Way 
Hemel Hempstead, HP2 7YU 
United Kingdom

“All our scanners already 
comply with EPEAT Bronze 
so we have set ourselves a 
goal that by 2021 we will also 
have 80% meeting the Silver 
Criteria and 10% Gold.”
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